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ABSTRACT 
Growing populations and booming economies in many deltas of the world will increasingly
strain existing fresh groundwater reserves, notably through excessive groundwater 
abstraction and urbanization that results in the sealing of aquifers to groundwater recharge. 
In these deltas, groundwater demand has often already exceeded natural groundwater 

, and 
upconing of saline groundwater under extraction wells (Custodio, 2002; Custodio & 
Bruggeman, 1987; Wada et al., 2010, 2011). Moreover, groundwater depletion can lead to 
land subsidence (Minderhoud et al., 2017) which causes damage to infrastructure and
increases the risk of flooding, as occurred in Jakarta and Bangkok (Onodera et al., 2009). As 
deltas are also under threat by climate change and accelerated sea-level rise (Deconto & 
Pollard, 2016; Ferguson & Gleeson, 2013; Werner & Simmons, 2009), the confounding 
effects of all these stresses will most likely lead to an enhanced depletion and salinization of 
fresh groundwater resources.  
 
At the same time, fresh groundwater reserves are key to solving the problem of future water 
scarcity. Until our technologies are advanced enough to increase supply (using water of
lesser quality) or reduce demand, fresh groundwater will be of vital importance to economic 
(domestic, agricultural and industrial) development in many deltas. 
 

fresh groundwater volumes is very difficult to quantify, although some innovative rapid data 
collection surveys are very promising (e.g. airborne geophysical surveys (Delsman et al., 
2018; Siemon et al., 2017). Yet, we cannot wait decennia before enough relevant 
hydrogeological data is available for an accurate quantification of the fresh groundwater 
resources, and its status under global and climate stresses. A first estimation of the current 
fresh water reserves in different deltas is warranted, to raise this issue and to see which 
deltas are the most vulnerable, so that research can be prioritized. 
 
Therefore, as a first try-out, we analyzed if it is plausible to utilize free global data for 3D 
groundwater salinity modelling in data scarce regions: what would be the quality of the 
models and their ability to predict? We used global data like SRTM, GEBCO, GAIA, depth 
to hydrogeological base (Zamrsky et al., 2018), Global Land Cover Share, GPW, 
PCRGLOB-WB (Sutanudjaja et al., 2014), etc., leading to geometric and hydro(geo)logical 
conditions for surface elevation, drainage, river systems, recharge rate in seven (data scarce) 
deltas: Orinoco Venezuela, Krishna India, Ayarwaddy Myanmar, Niger Nigeria, Nile Egypt, 
Shatt Al Arab Iraq/Kuwait and Red River Vietnam (Figure 1). Some model input data was 
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indirectly estimated (e.g. groundwater extraction rates using the gridded population of the 
world), while others were based on expert judgement and literature surveys. We constructed 
3D the variable-density groundwater models with iMOD-SEAWAT (Langevin et al., 2008; 
Verkaik & Janssen, 2015). 
 
We modelled the paleo reconstruction of (eustatic) sea-level variations during the last tens of 
thousands of years to get an estimate of the current fresh-saline distributions (Delsman et al., 
2014; Weerasekera, 2017). At a later stage, local data (when available) has been 
implemented to the modelling process, thus increasing its complexity and plausibility. We 
also compared the seven global data models with complex 3D salinity models of the 
Rhine/Scheldt (The Netherlands) and the Mekong (Vietnam), which both include a large 
amount of hydrogeological data (Figure 2). Ultimately, the effectiveness of possible 
mitigating measures (such as reducing groundwater abstraction, implementing aquifer 
storage and recovery) could later be modelled to safeguard or even increase fresh 
groundwater reserves in the near future. 
 
Preliminary results show that some base models appear to be in good agreement with rough 
estimates of the fresh groundwater reserves from literature; for the other cases unfortunately 
no data was available. The paleo reconstruction shows that the fresh-saline distribution has 
to be built up in many tens of thousands of years. Our approach has led to an increasing
understanding of the relevant groundwater salinization processes in deltas. Especially adding 
local geologic data to the delta models will improve the overall estimate of the fresh 
groundwater reserves; thus collecting geological data is of eminent importance. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The seven deltas with limited hydrogeological data available.
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Figure 2.  The two deltas with quite some hydrogeological data available. 
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